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Relevance 

Cachexia is a serious condition affecting 50-80% of all cancer patients and accounting for 

up to 20% of cancer deaths. Key features of cachexia include weight loss, skeletal muscle 

loss, adipose tissue loss, poor physical fitness, altered protein metabolism, inflammation, 

and loss of appetite. Cachexia differs from malnutrition in that it cannot be reversed by 

standard nutritional support. Cancer cachexia can be challenging to diagnose, especially 

in overweight patients when weight- and muscle loss might not be easily detectable. 

Also, many patients do not have weight loss, but still show one or more symptoms of 

cachexia (for example loss of appetite or inflammation); they are considered precachectic. 

Not only cancer patients suffer from cachexia. Patients with chronic diseases such as 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (35%) or heart failure (10%) can have cachexia. 

Among all chronic illnesses (including cancer), cachexia is estimated to be present in 1% 

of the total world population.  

Body composition and patient characterisation 

Despite its high burden, cancer cachexia remains underrecognized by clinicians. This 

thesis demonstrated that body composition can be easily assessed using a standard 

computer tomography (CT) scan. A simple two-minute analysis provides accurate 

estimates of total body skeletal muscle mass, abdominal adipose tissue mass, and 

subcutaneous adipose tissue mass. As most cancer patients undergo a CT-scan, this body 

composition analysis could be readily implemented in the standard patient work-up. By 

adding body composition values to the standard radiology reports, clinicians can 

recognize patients with adverse body composition features. However, the work in this 

thesis also indicates the importance of knowing the limitations of a single CT-scan. Low 

skeletal muscle mass (commonly referred to as “sarcopenia”) is often misinterpreted as 

muscle loss. Importantly, at least two assessments of different CT-scans made at separate 

timepoints are needed to determine actual changes in muscle mass. In fact, this thesis 

showed that sarcopenia assessed using one CT-scan is not related to muscle loss over 

time. A more useful assessment of a single CT-scan is that of muscle and adipose tissue 

density. The muscle density of cachectic patients is often abnormally low, reflecting a 

potential underlying mechanism of disease that promotes the accumulation of fat in 

muscle. In this thesis, low muscle density was shown to be associated with lower 

survival. Also, low muscle density is known to be associated with impaired physical 

fitness, while sarcopenia is not. As a low muscle density on CT-scan indicates increased 

muscle fat content, it could be assumed that this is because of increased blood levels of 

fat droplets mobilized from adipose tissue. If that was the case, it would be expected that 
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patients with low muscle density also had increased liver fat content, but this was not 

always the case. Nevertheless, this thesis provides insight into muscle, liver, and adipose 

tissue characteristics of (cachectic) cancer patients and generates multiple research 

questions for future studies on body composition changes in cancer patients. In this 

thesis, it also became obvious that it is essential to assess body composition in relation to 

other risk factors such as inflammation and age. By combining various characteristics, 

specific risk groups (or phenotypes) can be distinguished with different survival rates. 

These dissimilar risk groups suggest different underlying mechanisms of disease. 

Currently, clinical decision making is mostly based on the tumour stage (TNM-

classification). In the future, a risk score combining various cachexia-related patient 

characteristics could be added to guide treatment decision making in various ways. In 

this way, selecting patients that could potentially benefit from surgery or chemotherapy 

and excluding patients with high risk of complications, toxicity, and/or early mortality. 

In addition, adding cachexia related characteristics to the diagnostic work-up could aid 

in determining wither a suspect tumour is benign or malignant (where biopsy is not 

possible). Finally, identifying patients qualifying for anti-cachexia therapy (to be 

developed) might have added prognostic value. 

Protein metabolism 

Cancer cachexia cannot be reversed by conventional nutritional support. Therefore, it 

was often assumed that patients with cancer cachexia were unable to take up and store 

dietary proteins, a so called “anabolic resistance”. However, in this thesis, this 

assumption was disproved by demonstrating that patients with cancer cachexia take up 

protein at a similar rate as patients without cancer cachexia. These findings provide a 

foundation for studies on optimizing nutritional support in cachectic cancer patients. 

Because most research in protein metabolism focuses on whole-body or skeletal muscle 

protein production, other organs and particularly tumour tissue protein production have 

been rarely studied. This is partly because of the difficulty of obtaining human tissue 

samples as well as the lack of basic reference values of normal organ protein production 

rates. In this thesis, the protein production rates of various tissues and organs in cachectic 

cancer patients were determined. Interestingly, organ protein production rates are much 

higher than muscle protein production. Moreover, pancreas tumour tissue protein 

production was more than two times lower than normal pancreas protein production, 

suggesting that tumour protein consumption has little to no contribution to the whole 

body protein loss in cancer cachexia. While this might not have a direct impact on patient 

care, these fundamental data about differences in protein production rates of various 
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human tissues can be used to develop new research questions in a yet unexplored 

scientific field which can further our understanding of the changes in protein metabolism 

in cancer cachexia. 

 




